The ECHO would (ike to
extend best wishes for
Luck and Success in the
fu ture to the Class of '59

¦
*

GOOD LUCK
XO ALL
ON
EXAM S !

-

*

Condon Medal To Ddiiria Taskeri
Honorary Societies Are Selected

Donna M arie Tasker

CAP AND GOWN : front; left to right , Carol yn Webster, Mrs. Dorothy. Webster , Mrs. Dorothy Sims, Margaret Wetzel. Back , left to
right, Marcia Peterson , Mollie J oseph ine Dean s, Ca rolyn Walker ,
Alice Stebbins, J u dith Sessler, and J oan Crowell. Photo by Lathrop

Colby Is To Participate
In Summer Confe rence

?_e Juni or-Senio r
Advisor s for Next
Year Are Select ed

BLUE KEY: Front , left to right, Don Mordecai , Don Williamson,
George Auchincloss. Back row, Bill ' Droll , Pete He n derson , and
Photo by Lathrop
Charles Leighton.

Colby awarded various prizes to outstanding students of the year
at the annual prize Recognition Assembly- held on M ay 13.

The awards were presented as follows : language and Aits: Foster
Efty -members of tlie classes of
l_6l
Lave
been
selected
1960 and
Memorial Prizes in Classics, in memory of the late Professor John B.
to serve as j unior-senior student Foster, awarded to a student from either division for marked exceladvisors to the incoming freshmen
lence ill advanced ' Greek or Latin courses, was received by George
this fall. The intended scope of the
• French Conincreased next Grant Welch, Jr. '60
advisors will be
sulate Prize , offered by the French years, was received by David HarThe Danforth Foundation of St. Louis, Missouri will sponsor year so that they will work more
Consulate in Boston for excellence vey Lawrence. '59. Tie Louise Cola '"Campus Gonimunity Workshop " at Colorado Springs , Colorado closelyf on orientation with the in French studies, was awarded to gan Award , given hy Mrs. Colgaa
freshmen.
this summer for the third successive year. The program is a series of ¦
Susan Kahl Fetherston '59. German to the highest ranking senior wowill be <*eorge
The
coordinators
Prize. For excellence in German man who has been a member of the
seminars beginning Jun e 22 and ending July. 11. Colby has been chosATuchineloss '60 and Don Cla-ik '61.
Glee Club for at least three years,
en to be one of twenty-eight partici pating colleges from all sections ¦Advisor's 'include, from the elass of cour ses, . in the women's division ' was awarded to Donna Marie Taskfirst a tie - Iris Ann Cofman '60
of the country. Middlebury is the other college representing New 1960, the following: Brian A. Blan;
and Faith Kanoelani Bunker '61, er '59.
England.
chard, Roger Brown, Larry CushEnglish amd Allied Kelds : Solosecond - Judith Hoffman '61; in the
The program is designed "to proman, Courtney Davis, "William
mon
Gallert English Prize , given
men's . division : Daniel Lee Hodges
vide a setting for intensive study
Droll, Jerry Goldberg, • Peter Hen'61; Delta Phi Alpha German Prize, hy Mrs. Joseph L. B. Mayer in
of ways and meaps of strengthenderson, Samuel Kent, Jonathan
a hook prize awarded by Gamma, memory of Solomon. G-allert of the
ing such aspects of the campus
Knowles, Stephen Kueriavetz, Jerry
Kappa Chapter for scholarship in Class of 1888, for excellence in Engcommunity as curriculum, adminisLaForgia, Lawrence Lathrop, jCharGerman language and literature, lish prose, was awarded to Fredertrative inter-relationships, counselles Leighton, Robert H. Littlefiold ,
and for initiative if fostering an in- ick Campbell Mofatt '60. Elmira
ing, and moral and spiritual values
Ronald Littlefiold , (j Leon T. Nelson,
terest in the various activities of Nelson Jones. Essay Prize, a new
as related to the academic ven- Colby has heen the recipient of Ralph Nelson, Jr.j Daniel Parish,
the German Clubs, was presented to award this year, was presented to
an unrestricted gift presented by
ture." Each participating college
James Quinn, Louis Rader, Pete
Donald-B. ECordecai '60 for his e»sNancy Gwendolyn "Walker 5 _0.
will send its academic dean and the Xennecott Copper Company of Rednor, John Roberts,- Berriie
say **'De Pr«£undis _ The Tragedy of
This gift totals
Symphonic Society Awards, prethree faculty members. Dean Rob- New York City.
Scherban, Michael Silverberg, HaniOscar Wilde. " The M ary Low Carert E. Ij . Strider will head the Colby $5,000 and the aid is given to Van Beever, Richard A. Walton, sented to students in, the Symphony ver Prize for Poetry- presented to
delegation and the three faculty certain colleges which meet the George G. Welch, John Whittier Orchestra who have . shown interest a student _a the -women's division
members accompanying him will be: requirements of academic standing, and Henry Wingate. The class of and inprovement, were awarded to for an original poem of merit in the
Dr. Robert Mark ' Benbow, Assoc- excellence of the educational job 1961 will provide the following ad- Sarah Ann Peobocly '61 and Sally English language, waB awarded to
iate Professor of English ; Dr. Har- being done, and others. Prior to visers : Sandy Boardman, Scott Ann Merrill '61. Colby Collogo Diane Randolph Sadler '61 for her
'given
old Raymond, Associate Professor 1957 no direct support was
Brackett, P' eter Denman , Frank Band Award , presented for oustand- poem "Wh.cn War _mded" and the
thai,
to
liberal
arts
colleges
and
in
of History ; and Dr. Robert ReuDeroole, Michael Flynn , Joseph Gib- ing qualities in leadership and ex- Poetry pnzo for the Men 's Division,
mam, Associate Professor of Phil- year the Board of Directors of this bons, Edwin Gow, Daniel Hodges, ceptional interest , was awarded, to was awarded to Echvard Curtis
company appropriated ^30,000 for John Kelly, Barry Long, Gordon Richard Gordon , Kenison '60. The
osophy,
suoli support, in recognition of tho MacDonald, John Pallotta, Calvin Glee Club Awards, presented to a Franklin. '62 for his poem "Of Poets
Continued on Page Nine
importance of the liberal aits train- Pingreo, Douglas Riis, Frederick senior for his or ' her outstanding and Poetry ". Colby Library Associates Book Prize * a prize of books,
ing to our educational system and
Sears, Robert S-iattuck, Charles contribution to tlie Glee Club in
to American industry^ The amount Swensen Norcross Teel and Jon terms of service, interest, attitude, of the student's owa choice,, award,
ed to the senior -with tlio best perwas divided into six parts of $5,000 Wolfe.
and loyalty over a period of four
sonal colleotion of books made dureach which were , awarded to six
ing
the uadorgradunto years, awardyear
Colby
liberal arts colleges. This
ed
to
Phiilip Henderson,, Jr. '59.
is among the six recipients the
"Powder
and Wig " Award, made
otters are : Borea, Gaucher, Rollin s,
by
Powder
and Wig for exceptional
, . In. the election for class .officers Upland, and the Center for the
achievement
in dramatic enterprises
held last -week, the following stu- Study of the History of Liberty in
of
Colby
College, received by Jeredents woro chosen to head their res- America ot Harvard.
my Stockdftlo Guiles '60. Goodwin
This grant program is part of a
pective1 classes.
Public Speaking Prizes, given , by
Donald Williamson will head the general program of scholarships and
theA lato Mattie E. Goodwin ' of
class of 1960, He will be assisted by fellowships established by the KenSkowhogaa in memory of her husBill Droll who was elected vice-- heoott Copper Corporation . The obband , Honorable Forrest Goodwin
jectives
of
tho
program
are
(
1
)
to
, president, Wendy McWilliam is tho
of tho 01«.ss of 1887, for excellence
new secretary ,of the senior class, encourage the study of methods for
;
in. tho delivery of original addresstlio discovery, production, arid use
arid, treasurer is Poto Rodnor. •
es, first : Arthur Eduard GoldProsi-bnt of tho junior .olasfi will of minerals and metals, (2) to aid
sohinidt '59, second : William Allan
ho JFred Soars. Bob Burko has- been in tho development of management
Wilbur '59, third-:-" Thomas Goya
chosen - the yice-prosidoiit, Taking personnel, (8) to help deserving
Skolfiokl '_9. Hamlin Speaking
ribtoB for .the class of 1961 will bo students , who do nob ha*vo adequate
Prizes, swarded to froshmon in the
Sootty MoLodd and next year's financial resources, Konnooott has
men 's and women's divisions for exestablished 29 undergraduate scholtrbnsurer is Bob Wright.
oollonco in public speaking, first :
Heading "bite sophomore class will arships and 11 graduate fellowships
"William. . Sullivan Alexander '62,
ho Frank ' Stephenson who was elec- ,_vfc schools in tho United States and
second : Gail Jean. Smith '02, third ;
company
Canada
in
the
area
of
's
ted president. Vice-president of. tho
PHI BETA KAPPA '. Front roiv, left to right, Manon Kimball, J anPa-trioia Louise Jack '62. Julius
operation
and
in
subjects
in
tho
,
class of 1002 is Harris Kennedy.
ice
Coburn
, Erla Cleaves, and Mary Shesong. Back row, left to ri ght , an d Raoliol Lovtno Speaking Prizes,
Patty Downs will servo as class company 's, general ftolds of interest.
' Goldschmidt, lDahiel van Hecckercn, and Donald Freeman. given "by Lowis Lester Loyino, of
secretary, , and Diiri Bumstod was Winners of the awards aro chosen Arthur
Photo *by Freedman
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Colby Recipient Of
Grant Of $5,000

For Financial Help

Class Leaders Are

Williamson - Sears ,
And Stephenson
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EDIT ORIAL
During this past semester the Echo has done its best to discuss
and investigat e t he many ar eas of Colby lif e which we felt merited
attention. "We realize that in many, instances we have only touched
the surface - there is a good deal more that could be said, and we
intend to say it in subsequent issues. Our editorial topics have included comment on Johnson Day activity, and the spirit ' exhibited at
athletic events. We presented a point of view concerning such college-wide problems as the drinking situation, big weekends, fraternity
rushing and the low standing of our fr eshman class, as well as the
lack of diversity among our student body. We have sponsored open
discussions of the National Defense Education Act, with both sides
represented as fairly and adequ ately as possible, although at the same
time making our own stand quite clear. We have advocated the introduction of an Academic Honor System. We gave support to student proposals concerning curriculum changes and additions - the
sixth course free for honor students, for example. In general, we
have tried to show enthusiastically that we appreciate the liberal arts
system of education. Finally, we did our best to present the events,
election s and activities th at took place on campus throughout the
semester. ' .
The above sentence is perhaps unnecessary, since it is assumed
that this is the function of any newspaper - to present the news. And
yet, the Echo has tried to do a good deal more than this. We do not
ever intend to become what our name implies - a mere echo of campus life. The editors realize the importance of this newspaper in this
role as the sole means of written comraunication with and among the
student bod y. During this past semester we have emphasized this aspect. The Echo serves as the voice of student opinion. We realize that
we may not always speak for the students as a whole; we ask for
student letters and opinions, so that we may more closely secure this
desired end.
It has been an eventful semester. We hope we have served the
interests ©f the students, and equally important of the college as a
whole. We hope that during the corning semester we will fulfill our
desire to make the Echo an organ of mature student and a gathering
place for the ideas ofy everyone concerned with Colby.

We Pledge Allegiance

Wc all at one time on another laugh at the peacetime maneuvers of the military, whether regular, reserve, or R.O.T.C at Colby.
And maybe it's a good idea if we don't begin to take all the pomp
and ceremony of an essentially fi ghting force too seriously. So when
we gathered last Monday to watch the last R.O.T.C. review and
flag i lowering ceremony of the year- perhaps we can be excused for
being a little superior to the seemingly repetitive and useless machinations of the myriad of little blue suits. But there are those among us
who go to far. It is one thing to show no respect to tjhe efforts, of a,
group of career officers of the USAF to teach something of tlie Philosophy, of mart's effort to live together internationally but it is an
entirely different thing to show a talent disrespect for cverytliiing
your country stands for by an active and open disregard for its sym-

bol, the flag of the United States. There arc a few men among us
who won't seem to care for the simple custom, a mark of respect, of
standing, at least when the flag is being raised or lowered ... . . We
are very sorry that these men are at Colbjj and we are very, sorry
"
*
,
for these men.

Lett_r To Editor

Many opinions have been expressed as to why so many freshmen
are on. probation. However , most
of these , opinions have been just
that - opin ions , with no evidence
to support them. Perhaps it would
eliminate the present confusion and
to give the basis for- some constructive criticism. Anyone wishing
to test the following conclusions
need only to have a slide rule, a
list of dormitory assignments , the
freshmen probation list and about
two free days.
..
I suggest that the freshmen, is
his or her own enemy and that he
is the sou rce of most, but not all
his scholastic problems. In any given dorm , excepting fraternities, the
greater the ratio of freshman to upperclassm en', the greater the percentage of freshmen on probation.
For Example, Averill Hall has the
highest ratio of freshmen to. upperclassmen and, correspondingly, the
highest percentage of freshmen, on
probation, 41.6%. Champlin, on the
other hand , has the lowest, ratio of
freshmen to upperclassmen, and it
also has the lowest number of,
freshmen on probation, 14.3%. This
relationship holds true for both men
and women. Furthermore, the percentage of off-campus freshmen men
who are on probation is almost the
same as that of the freshmen living on campus, 36.1% to 35.3% .
The above two relationships suggest that the freshmen together
tend to create an atmosphere which
is scholastically detrimental, and
that the influence of" the upperclassmen tends to counteract this
atmosphere.
Further investigation shows that,
in all cases, the percentage of freshmen living in a fraternity who are
on probation is greater than the
percentage of freshmen ,living elsewhere who are on probation , in fact,
it is double the number. This, of
course, suggests that fraternities
assert a definitely undesireable influence on freshmen study habits.
These conclusions, that freshmen
create/ among themselves a poor
scholastic atmosphere, that the
presence of upperclassmen improves
this atmosphere, and that freshmen living in fraternities are subj ected to a highly non-scholastic atmosphere, may perhaps be used as
starting points for suggestions that
will help to prevent future unsuccessful freshmen years.
Sincerely,
Gary Miles

Letter To Editor

Rushing Rules Anaounced
For Fall Semester 1959
Rule 1: There w^ll { b e no ru shing of any kind before the
i
r u shing period begins on Oct. 3, 1959. Rushing is here defined as
any attempt by any fra ternity man or any group of fra ternity- men to
influence in any way whatsoever any single freshman , or group of
fr eshmen , to join a certain fraternity. '
Rule 2: Before Oct. 3, 1959, fraternities may not entertain
freshmen or transfer students in their houses; nor may fraternity men
visit in th e rooms of freshmen or transfer students, or engage in any
other, rushing activities during that time.
Rule 3: The rushing period will begin Oct. 3, 1959, and will
end on Saturday, Oct. 17, 1959. On weekdays there will be rushing
from 12 noon until 1:30 p.m. and in the evenings from 5 until 7
p.m. During these same times fraternity members may visit freshmen
and eligible transfer students in their'rooms.
Rule 4: No fr aternity man may entertain freshmen or eligible transfer students in any drinking establishment downtown.
Rule 5: Fraternities will be assigned open smokers. They will
last from 7 to 10 p.m. No paid entertainment will be allowed.
Rule 6: Each fraternity will be assigned one closed smoker.
These will last from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. No paid ¦entertainment will
be allowed.
Rule

7:

No fra ternity may accept more than twenty pledges.

Rule 8: Quiet period will extend from 12: 15 a.m. Sunday,
Oct. 18, 1959, until 3) p.m., Monday, Oct. 19, 1959. *
Rule 9: No prospective pledge shall commit himself to any
fra ternity before he submits his Preferential Bid List.
Rule 10 : Bidding : 1). Each Freshman and eligible transfer
student will submit his Preferential Bid List to the main desk of Roberts Union between the hours of 2 and 3 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 18, 1959.
2). If he wishes to join one fraternity exclusively, he writes the name
of that fraternity only on his list. If that fraternity wishes him to join
he receives a bid from the same.In cases where the prospective pledge
has more than one choice, he lists thrh in order of preference, a) if
the fraternity of his. first choice wishes him to join he receives a bid
from the same, b) if he is not invited to join the fraternity of his
first choice but that of the second choice, he receives a bid fr om that
fraternity only, c) this system is continued throughout the 3rd and
4th choices. 3) A pr ospective pledge's signat ure on his Preferen tial
Bid List is a promise that he will pledge himself to that fraternity
which, sends him a bid, whether it is his 1st , 2nd, 3rd or 4th choice.
It is binding to the extent that he will not be considered eligible until
the next academic year for a bid from or social privileges in, any
other fraternity. 4) - Invitations.to membership in a fraternity will be
1
placed in each prospective pledge's room by his'dorm councilor on
Monday, Oct. 19, 1959, at 3 p.m.
Rule 11: Eligibility: in order to become a brother in a fra ternity a transfer student or freshman must have a minimirm scholastic average of 1.8 for the previous semester's work. Also, freshmen or
transfer students who are on either scholastic or disciplinary probation will not be eligible for pledging.
Rule 12: Fraternities ma-y not require pledge trips or quests
to be off Campus. Pledge rides are illegal.
,

Rule 13: Withdrawal of a pledge may be made only by subBeing an avid reader of the Col- mitting that intention in writing to the President of the I.F.C.A. A
by Echo, it strikes me that our man thus withdrawn may not pledge or obtain social privileges to
wookly newspaper is largely a me- another fraternity before the next academic year.
dium for the expression of studont
Rule 14: Penalties for tlie infraction of any rushing procedure
gripes. (Down with loyalty oaths,
drinking rules, apathy, Tripp food, will be administered by the I.F.C. Review Board.
big weekends, admissions policies,'
convocations, ' campus ohosts that
or I'm short on cash. But I really on the stick, and put on more good
don't measure up, and bo forth.)
wish I could go, It's just that plays like "South Pacific" and
Since I am not one to break witli
something else keeps coming up. "The Boy Eriend" P
established tradition', and fceing a
ME. This seems to me to be tho
Maybe if thoy publicized . more, it'd
loyal conformist in good standing,
heart of the whole problem. Most
help.
I fool that tho time has como for
ME. Come, come old boy. Yon students liovp a misconception of
me to give vent to my own little
can't ait there and tell me that you the role that the theatro should
'
"pot peeve'?.
haven't gob the time and money. play in college life. Certainly part
Why is it that such a small num- What do you do on weekends? I of its functions is to entertain, but
ber of .students attended tho pre- understand that you 're a lifeijimo it entails a lot moro. Tho primary
sentation of "A Bfldsumraor Night's member of tho "Friends of tho Sil- purpose of college theatre is to inDream" this past weekend P Why is ver Dollar Club." Surely you could troduce as many different students
it that "Powder an<_ "Wig " produc- skip a few Saturday night meetings to as many different facets of the
tions , in general , aro so poorly re- to go to tho plays. "
dramatic arts as is possible in a
ceived ? With a view toward anJOE. Well, Uh , To tell you tho four year period. In other words it
swering this question, I approached truth I'm from New York boo and is largely an oduoatlongl medium
my friend Jo© Oolby who knows the uh like I don't go for none of this servin g the same function that our
answers to all such questions , The amateur jazzs , I moan Vto. used to concert series aorvos. w"o attend orconversation wont something
¦ ¦ ", like
¦ the real " thing, Broadway and all chestra and glee club programs
\
this :
.
•
that,
without -insisting that wo know' all
ME. Tell mo Joo. Why is it that
of tho music or that all of the seME, Hucnnn.
you don't go to most of tlio plays
JOE. And besides, I don 't like to lections bo designed for our amuseup horop
go eoo things I don't know notirin' ment. Why can't wo assume this
about.;
Who over heard of "Under same attitude toward our , dramatic
JOE, Well, Uh , Ya boo it's like
P Wliy don't those "nrfc- produc_io»_l
Milkwood"
this, I'd lilco to, but it always a corns
^
Frank Q errish
y-powdor
and wiggors". got
that either I haven't gob the timo sy-oraftfl

?59 Commencement
ROTC
Schedule of Events

Corps of Cadets Will Present The Final
Parade & Review Ceremony, Monday, May 18

Friday, June fifth ' .
9 :00 Uaculty-Senior Class Breakfast, Hoherts <Union.
2.:30 Annual Meeting of the Board
of Trustees, Roberts Union .
6 :15 ^Dinner for- Trustees, Alumni
Council and Faculty, Foss
Hall.
•
Saturday., June sixth
¦8 :00 Class Agents Breakfast, Lour
ise Coburn Hall ,
8:30 Phi Beta Kappa Breakfast,
Mary Low Hall.
9 :00 Annual Meeting of the Alumni Council
, Smith Lounge,
Women's Union.
10:05 Annual Meeting of the Colby
Library Associates, Treasure
Room, Miller library.
10 :45 Fraternity and Sorority Reunions.
12 :30 Reunion Luncheon for Alumni, Alumnae, Faculty and
Senior Class , Field House.
-2:45 Baseball Game, Colby vs.
Quonset Naval Air Station ,
Coombs Field. •
6:00 Class Reunions.
8 :30 Commencement Play, "A
Midsummer Night's Dream ",
Women 's Gymnasium.
Sunday, June seventh
10:00 Baccalaureate Service, President J. Seelye Bixler, Lorimer Chapel.
11:0O laying of Cornerstone, Art
, and Music Building.
12:00 Commencement Dinner , Field
House.
4 :0O Reception by the President
and Faculty for Seniors and
Guests, President's House.
5 :30 to 6:15 Supper, Foss Hall
and Roberts Union. .
7 :00 Boardman Vespers, The Reverend Nathaniel Mann Guptill, 1939, lorimer Chapel.
8.15 Commencement Concert, the
Women's Gymnasium.
Monday, June eighth
9 :00 The 138th Commencement
Exercises, Address : Philip
Hall Coombs, Lawn, Miller
Library.

Cadet Offi cers Tomey,Levine, and Whittier leading practi ce exercises f o r final Parade and Review Ceremony

HHF©mTl
The weelly meeting of Student Government was called to order
by. President . Dick Lucier at 7:30 p.m.
It was announced that the Library Committee h as decided to
open the Reserve Room of Miller Library for studying on Saturday
ni ghts, for the remainder of the semester.
The Student Government budget for the academic year 1959-60
was introduced for a vote, and passed by the Council . Discussion
centered about the possible uses of the sinking fund. It was also noted
that the student activities fee will now be 23 dollars for all students.
The Council decided to discontinue its membership in the National
Student Association. The 55 dollar dues were felt to be an undue
expense, because, due to ou r location, our students find it very difficult to attend the conferences which are held. It was noted that
Harvard University dropp ed fr om the organization this past
y ear as well; its reasons were presented in a letter.
1
It was announced that a Student Government scholarship will be
awarded at the Recognition Assembly.
George Auchincloss and Don Clark were chosen as the coordinaContinued on Page Ten
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The Department of Air Science will pr esent its seventh annual
Awards and Decorations Ceremony in conjunction with a final parade and review on Monday afternoon, May 18. This ceremony is
the climax of the drill program which has been carried on during the
past year. The entire Corps of 320 cadets will take part in the activities.
The parade, which will be held Aii-craft Company. These awards
in front of Miller library, h as b een are given on the TBasis of general
planned b y the cadet officers unde r scholarship, lea dership and overall
th e leadership of Cadet Colonel contribution to the Corps. Also, a
Edward Tomey.
new - award will be presented this
There are a total of 23 awards year to the outstanding senior in
to be presented as part of the re- the Corps by Levine's store.
view. They include awards for out- Included among the guests will be
standing performance in the ROTC President Bixler, Dean Strider,
dr ill t eam , rifle team, band and. Dean Nickerson, Major General
general scholarship. These awards ( ret. ) Wayne C. Smith, Lieutenant
will be presented to both the out- Colonel L. V. Webster, Assistant
standing freshman and sophom ore Adjutant General for Maine, sevin each of the fields.
eral officers from the Maine NatVarious organizations will also ional Guard and Air National Guard
present awards. The American Leg- and Reverend Robert W. Roundy
ion and\the Reserve Officers Assoc- of Portland.
The schedule of events is as
iation will each present three
awards, the Chicago Tribune will follows :
present four awards, and one award 2 :00 Staff briefing by the Cadet
Corps.
each will be presented by the Air
2
:40
Inspection of Corps by digForce Association , the . Sons of the
Continued on Page Ten
American Revolution , and Convair
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8. Do you think the primary purpose of parking A D
meters is to (a) stop all-day parking? (b) raise b D
money? (c) make people leave their cars at home? cQ
v.
'

who think for themselves usually" smoke
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[adare Lodge Will Junior and Senior Col&y ©ol. NigSit
To
^omen
Attend Held at Symphony
!e Site of Senio r
lutin g On June 4 Breakfast May 17 If all Next Tuesday
The annual Senior Picnic will talce
ace on Thursday, June 4, beginng at 3 p.m. It will be held at
adare Lodge which overlooks a
ke in South China. As well as a
iach , th ere are areas ' far ba 'd niinn, horseshoes, and soffcball . The
dge itself is large enough for the
cnic to be moved inside in the
-ent of rain. Mr. Macomber will
> the caterer for the lobster bake
the evening. Following the bake,
dp Tolette arid Bob Brolli , who
•e ,in charge of planning the picnic ,
[te nd to have Al Corey's band to
rovide music for dancing.

According to a Colby tradition,
jun ior and senior women, -will dine
at a strawberry breakfast on Sunday, May 17. The breakfast will be
Jield in honor of tlie senior women,
and each junior will invite the. senior of her choice. Each senior will
be presented with a rosebud, corsage.
The Colbyettes will sing a grace
composed several years ago especially for strawberry breakfasts. At
tables decorated with geranium
centerpieces and placecards , everyone
will be served fresli strawberries. After the meal, ihe Colbyettes will sing another grace, composed by Carol Stearns '60 last
year.
Continued on Page Ten

The secoad annual "Colby- College
Night at the Pops" will be held at
Symphony Hall on Tuesday, May
19, at 8 :30 p.m. (the last day of
classes). The Boston Pops will perform under the direction of Arthur
Fiedler, and also tbe Colby Eight
will make an appearance. Ma,ny
favorite Colby songs will "be played
and sung.
This event is co-sponsored by the
Boston Colby Alumnae Association
and Gbucher College of; Townsend,
Maryland. A certain percent of tbe
profits from the ticket sales will go
to tbe Colby Fuldllmenfc
Fund.
Last year's show was a great success. Let's hope that this yea,r's
show will yield tbe same results. ,
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makes another great discovery...
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Proj ects Are Pursued •
By 'English Dep artment
by J ocelyn Kexl
A

i¦

¦

More about faculty research projects. In the English Department, Mr. Benbow is studying Elizabethan attitudes toward controlling forces and toward the concept of tragedy. He has written an
article titled The Concept of Providence in Holinshed 's Chronic les,
1577 and 1587. This particular article will appear sometime in. the
fall in University of Texas - Studies in English. It is part of a longrange study of Elizabethan drama.
The article is largly a result of
work done at the Felger Shakespeare Library last fall when Mr.
Benbow was on sabbatical. At yreseni he is continuing a study of
Hall's Chronicles and Homiletic literature.
Kay White '60 was re-elected as Mr. Sutherland, also of the Engchairman of the Women's Union lisli Department, is taking the
Committee for 1959-60 at the com- major satirists of the 18th centaury
mittee's first meeting for this year. and attempting to trace the changes
Sue Fourcade '61 was elected as- in their techniqques and attitudes
sistant chairman, and Ency Schick during the century and to relate
'62 will be in charge of the teas them to societal changes that took
which will be held every Friday place at the same time.
afternoon for the students and facMr. Sutherland has. been workulty.
ing along this line for several years
Other members of the committee
and has published a number of
are Judy Digman , Joanne Price
articles which may make a contriand Judy Sessler from the class of
bution to the completed study. The
'60j Peggy Bartlett, Millie deKadt
most important articles are :
and Iris Mahoney of the class of
C 'A Reconsideration of Gulliver's
'61 ; and Sharon Gear, Judy Hoagland, Jennifer Nesbit and Ruth Third Voyage", "The Stone Cutter
in Gray 's 'Elegy' ", "Robert Bage :
Veit of the class of '62.
Novelist
of Ideas", and "Blake's
First semester the committee had
Mental
Traveller
". He has also
open houses in the Union every
c
Saturday night. Records and pop- edited an anthology called 'Mr.
corn were available on these even- Spectator's London ", which conings, and this program will be con- sists of selected source materials
tinued next year. In addition, to for college research papers.
the regular Friday afternoon in- Mr. Allen of the Classics Departf ormal t eas, the committee gave a ment has been studying Virgil's
Halloween party, decorat ed th e "Aeneid" for a number of years
Union for Christmas, and planned and plans to work on it intensively
a ping-pong room and rumpus room this summer. His present work is an
for next year. These places for re- ex pa n sion of a paper he gave at
laxation will be ready for use in
Continued on Page Ten
the fall. The rumpus room is being
furnished* with comfortable furn- will be serving iced tea and cookies
iture , and a record player, and will from 4 :15 to 5 every afternoon durb e a homey place f or a "break ". ing exam period . All students are
As a final project, the committee invited.

Officers For Next
Year's Women U.
Have Been Chosen
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You can reproduce the exi)eriment.
It's easy as ft. (Yes, you can do it
in the bathtufc. ) Assuming that you
have first visited your friendly tobacconist, simply light your first Winston
and smoke it. Reasoning backwards,
the discovery proceeds as follows:
first , you wi-l notice a delightful
flavor, in the class of fresh coffee or
of brea.d\baklng. Obviously, such

,
¦

¦'

.'

.

flavor cannot come from the filterTherefore , it's what's up front that
counts : Winston's Filter-Blend. The
. tobaccos are selected for flturor and
mildness, then specially processed for ,
f ilter smoking. This extra step is this
real difference between Winston and
all other filter cigarettes. Besides,
it's why Winston is America's best.
I
selling filter cigarette.

"Eureka ! Winston tastes good ...
like a 'cigarett e should I"
R. J. REYNOLD S TORACC0 CO.,WIN-rON-SAlEM, "").-.

GET THE JUMP
ON VACATION FUN
...GO GREYHOUND I
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• Lowest fares of all public
transportation!
t

• Frequent departures! Quickest time to many cities!
,
'

• Alr-condltlohed comfort;
picture-window sightseeing;
fully equipped restroom;
, on all Scehlcrulser Service®
—
._¦ .' j "T—T
schedules!
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Compare these low, low larflol
*
BOSTON
$8,80
- NEW YORK .... $13.05
W. HARTFORD $10.05 ^
PORTLAND
$2.05
, ,
.
f«i_, i)lu»
tax
•on--w-y .

1

IT'S SUCH A COMFORT TO TAKE THE BUS...
AND LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US!
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Brainstorm I No matter how much
baggage yau 'ro taking homer"
Qroyhaund cw tako ft all f

Segregation Probl em Is New Office rs For Colby Fraternities Incomin g Class Of
1959-60 Glee Club Annoiince Officers Freshmen Apply
Discussed By Students Have Been Elected For Fall Semester In Large Numbers
__—______ n____n____«_«__— _——w___w —MM__B

by J ackie Nunez
„
. Segregation was a major issue in the nation this year; and has
Jbeen dealt with in many college papers. Since it is primarily a
Southern problem, information from the South will be presented
first. I ha.ve eliminated articles dealing with integration on lower
levels of school, as this has been widely publicized already.
From the Mercer Cluster of January 30, one can see that the problem does affect colleges. "The
Georgia legislature is apparently
bent on striking another major blow
at the state's system of public education. The latest measure is a
well-aimed provision to prohibit
adults past a certain age from entering. Georgia's graduate and undergraduate schools . . . The proposal is, of course, part and parcel of the administration's anti- integration package. It proves that
most (of) Georgia's politicians have
long since passed the bounds of rationality and restraint in their efforts' to maintain a segregated Georgia. All Negroes filing suit against
Georgia's segregation system in education ha,ve been over the ages of
21 and 25. Well, say Georgia's lawmakers, let's just get 'em by restricting them on the basis of age."
Another illustrative incident, reported in the Howard newspaper of
January 15, 1959 , is that of George
Cooper, "a University student ,"
who "was among the five Negro
college student who were barred
from using the services of their
hometown public library at Lakeland , Florida. Home for the Xmas
holiday break , the students , all attending different colleges , attempted to use the facilities of the
'white' library because the 'colored'
branch did not have the books they
wanted or needed for term paper
research "work."
Of more widespread concern-is the
admission, problem for victims of
schools closed in the South. "Some
won't make it . . . we'll waive the
diploma requirement but expect
them to measure up on a full round
of tests ," said Princeton admissions
director William Edwards , in the
National Student News of February, 1959 . "Most admission officers
agreed with Dean John Monro of
of Harvard who said , ' 'We'll 'look
at individual cases , but w e're not
prepared to min a preparatory
school for those who missed the
12th grade. We'll take just those
who are ready."
What about steps being taken to
help solve the problems ? Pfeifer
College in North Carolina held a
conference tor '-'discuss the college
student a . rule m race relations',,
according to January 's Nationa l
Studont News. "The conference was
not only the first meeting to attract student leaders from 60 campuses in 11 states', but als o th e
first to be held, in an integrated
fa shion and the first to use a workshop approach -while welcoming students with a wid e rang e of views on
tho desirability, probability, and
timing of desegregation and integration . , . The. duty of tho university is t o c onfr ont it s students with
the major issues facing their society
and to help create a" body of educated nion and women knowledgeable and informed about social issu es , eniphasiaod Doaa Weaver of
the University of North Carolina.
Weaver placed special stress on. pro»-i-i "<7" rrt ' i-t *y rrrt -f-t ,'rrl-M
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Al Corey's Music Center
Largest Record Selection in
Central Maine
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Now Located At
60 TEMPLE STREET
Air Conditioning
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CAMP COUNSELLOR OPENINGS
— For Faculty , Students and Graduates —
ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE , CAMPS

f
|
|

. . . com prisi ng 250 outstanding Boys , Gir ls , Brothcr-Sistor and
Co-Ed Camps , located throu ghout tlio Now England , Middle Allantio States and Canada
. . . INVITES YOUR INQUIRIES concerning summer employmont
as Counsellors , Instructors or Administrators.
i. . . POSITIONS in children 's cam ps , in all areas o f ac ti vities , aro
available.
WHITE, OR CALL IN PERSON
,

I
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I
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|
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|

ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS

SS West 4_nd Street , Room 621

I

I

Now York 36, N, Y,
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RUMMEl/s IS OPEN
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HI! Gu y s and Gals
for tops in car care
see the boys at

- 150-158 Main Stroot
Gives , tho Colby Studont
SHO E REP AI RING & DY EING
Qualit y Sorvloo - 1 Hour Sorvloo
For your oonvonlonoo will deliver
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Delta Kappa Epsilon : President ,
Jack Sinton ; vice-president , Sandy
Boardman ; secretary, Cy Theobald ;
treasurer, Ian Tatlock ; and rush
chairman, Paul Kramer.

113 Main Street
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Home Style Cookin g

Because applications are still coming in, the report concerning the incoming freshman class from Mr.
Bryan's office is rather indefinite.
To dat e 879 girls and 1020 boys
have applied ; next year's freshman
class will have 140 women and 250
men (including transfers). The
number of applications this year is
the largest ever received for Colby.
As for distribution of the class
of 1963, it will be comprised mostly
from New England , New York , New
Jersey and Pennsylvania, with a
sampling from the rest of the country. There is a possibility of two
foreign students , a girl from Italy
and a boy from Sweden. If you
have recently been in the waiting
room of the Admissions 'Office you
may- have noticed a Japanese doll on
the window sill . It is an authentic
Oriental doll sent to Colby by a
Japanese girl who applied here. She
sent the doll as a thank-you for
considering her application !
The applications this year are being received in the new Admissions
Offi ces on the Spa side of Miller
Library. These offices , which also
include Placement , have provided
the much needed space required by
the Admissions and Placement . departments. This new location has
been made possible through the
combined efforts of many persons ,
under the direction of Messrs. McKeen and Whalen.

I For All Your Drug Store Needs j
j LARRY'S PHARMACY
j

j j

MAJESTIC
RESTAURANT

j

•

OPEN DAY rand WIGHT
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plication of qualified Negroes."
Swarthmore students also initiated the "Youth March for Integration." This, and other areas of work
|by college students , will be the subject of next week's column.
:fr4_j_j_ji4_f_i_$_}-j_ '_j-4.4_fe »

WELCOME TO
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A new appointment has been
made in the Women 's Physical Education Department. Miss Faith
Gulick has been named as permanent member of the staff and will
serve as instructor of the dance.
Miss Gulick received her A.B.
degree in music from (Connecticut
College and her A.M. in the dance
from Mills College. She has taught
for a. number of summers at the
Connecticut College Summer School
of the Dance which is associated
with the Steffi-Nossen School of the
Dance in Westchester County. Miss
Gulick has also appeared in several
theatrical producti ons and has done
extensive solo work. Her' appointment in the department of physical
education is a result of the demand
for a special instructor of the dance.
Miss Gulick will instruct all classes
in modern and folk dancing and will
advise the Modern Dance Club.

Seven of Colby's ten. fr at erniti es
have elected their officers for the
fall semester of 1959. The officers
are as follows :
Tau Delta Phi : President , Mik e
Silverberg ; vice - presidents, Hank
Silverman and Jon Wolfe ; secretary, Lew Yurdia ; treasurer, Dick
Fields.
Alpha Tau Omega : President,
Benny Paharik ; vice - president,
Pete McFarlane ; secretary, John
Tully; and treasurer, Dick Ducier.
Zeta Psi : President/ Matty
Gache ; vice-president, Charlie Murphy ; secretary, Ed Ruscitti ; corresponding secretary, Bob Wri ght ;
treasurer , Dick Stacey, social chairman, Marty Turpee ; and rush
chairmen, Charlie Murphy, Fred
Sears, and Rolph Galante. Members of the Supreme Council are
John Roberts, Hy Plimpton and
Shelly Vincent.
Kappa Delta Rho : President ,
John . Whittier ;
vice-president,
Courtney Davis ; second vice-president , Carl Stieler ; treasurer , Dennis Ting ; social chairman, Peter
Teal , and rush chairman, Tony
Mainero.
Lambda Chi Alpha: President,
Don Williamson ; vice-president , Leo
Beaulieu ;: secretary, Jerry LaForgia ; treasurer, Ray Berberian ; social chairman , George Bagas ; and
IFC representative , Ed Burke.
Sigma Theta Psi : President, Lee
Holmes ; vice-president , Bob Hartrnan ; recording secretary, Pete Laylin ; corresponding secretary, Bob
Brown ; social chairman , Bob Jordan ; rush chairman, Bill Woolridge; and treasurer, Waring Blackburn.
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Sorvloo and
Oloanllnos.

I

Miss Gulick Is To
Be New Instructor
For Modern Dance
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grams such as the South Conference, the United States National
Student Association , a number of
ideas far A continued work by tbe
Conference co-sponsors, USNSA ,
YMCA, American Friends Service
Committee, National Federation of
Catholic College Students, Unit ed
States Christian • ' Council,
' and
*-'
T ¦
B'nai B'rith - both together and
individually."
Wake Forest has had speakers for
and. against segregation , as have
man other southern schools.
At
Chapel Hill, Harry Ashmore, the
editor of the Arkansas Gazette, the
publisher of which paper Colby honored this fall, spoke on "Equality
of Opportunity. ".
The Hofstra Chronicle of March
20 spoke of the chapter founded
•there of the Panel Americans. "The
Panel of Americans . . .--is a nationwide federation of students from
some 19 colleges and universities
across the country, who are interested in trying to solve the social
tensions caused by racial , religious ,
and cultural differences within
America . . . The panel presentations feature informal personal contact by people of various religious
and ethnic backgrounds with audiences who request their appearances ."
Swartbmore is now seeking Negro
v
students. According to the Phoenix
of November 25, "Swartbmore was
a racially segrated school until
1943 ; since then it has been integrated in form and to a small degree
in substance. Sunday evening a
group of students met to promote
the substantial racial integration of
Swarthmore College . . . The Admissions Office is cooperating by
seeing more high schools of high
Negro student concentration in
Washington , D.C., Boston and Chicago ; it also will supply literature
to students interested in letting the
outside world know that Swarthmore exists and welcomes the apt _^_fr_fc_^---f--{_fc4 ^4^^ 4u{^

The Colby College Glee Club recently elected its . new officers for
tlie year 1959 - 1960. David Fullam
'60 will lead the Glee Club as president and. Eleanor Reed '60 will
serve as the vice-president. The two
secretaries are Courtney Davis '60
for the men , and Claudi a Lawr ence
'60 for thus women. Sophomore Beverly Lapham is the new business
manager. At present the positions
of treasurer , librarian, and assistant
librarian have not been filled.
On May 30, the Glee Club will
take its annual outing at Popham
Beach which is on the coast south
of Bath, Maine. The menu will include lobsters and clams ; the bake
is being catered by Mr. William Macomber, Director of Roberts Union
and of Adult Education.
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Gooiz'd Quiff Setiwce
Across from WTVL Radio
Cor. Silver and Spring Stre ets
Tel. TR 2-6732
Waterville
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[ Giguere's Barber Shop j
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Harold B. Berdeen

Job, Novelty & Social Printing
"We Give Vou Service"
Telephone TR 3-3434
88 P leasant St.
Waterville
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1957 Arnault Dauphine

14,000 Original Miles
<
Excellent Condition
]
38 Miles Per Gallon
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LIGHT UP AND LIVE IT UP! 3 great cigarettes offer you 627chances to win! n_H9H _|__ ^i^^^^^ l
So pick your pack — save the six wra ppers—and get going! It's crossword puzzle fun and real
-H^ -WJ tB B

ENTER OFTEN-HAVE FUN- AND WIN! But think carefully!This puzzle is not as easy as it looks. At
first the DOWN and ACROSS clues may appear simple. There may appear to be more than one "right"
answer. For example, the clue .might read: "Many a coed will be given her best date's P- -N." Either "I"
(PIN) or ''E" (PEN) would seem to lit. But only one answer is apt and logical as decided by the judging staff ,
and therefore correct 'Bead the rules carefully. ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH. Good luck ! .

RULES-PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
1. Tbe College Puzzle Contest is open to college
students and cpllege faculty -members except empl oyees and their immediate families of Liggett
& Myers and its advertising agencies.
2. Fill in. all missing letters... print clearly. Use
of obsolete, archaic, variant or foreign words
prohibited , After you have completed the puzzle,
send it along with six empty package wrappers
of tho same brand from L&M, Chesterfield or
Oasis cigarettes (or one reasonable hand-drawn
facsimile of a complete package wrapper of any
one of the three brands) to*. Liggett & Myers,
P. O. Box 271, New York 46, N. Y. Enter as
often as you wish, but be sure to enclose six
package -wrappers (or a facsimile) with each
entry, Illegible entries will not be considered.
3. Entries must be postmarked by midnight,
Friday, May 29, 1959 and received by midnight,
Friday, June 6, 1959.

4. Entries will be judged by the Bruce-Richards
Corporat i on , an independent jud ging organization , on the basis of logic and aptness of thought
of solutions. In the event of ties, contestants will
he req uired to complete in 25 words or less t h e
following statement: "M y favorite cigarette is
<Chesterfiold) (L&M) or (Oasis) because
".
Entries will bo judged on originality, aptness of
thought and interest by tho Bruce-Richards
Corporation . Duplicate prizes will be awarded
in event of final tics. Illegible entries will not be
considered. By entering all entrants agree that
the decision of the jud ges shall , bo final nnd
bindin g.
5- Solutions must be the original work of the
•contestantssubmitting them. All entries become
the property of Liggett & Myers and none will
be returned.
€¦Winners will bo notified by mail as soon aa
possible after completion of tlio contest.
7_ This contest is subject to nil Federal, State
and local laws and regulations.
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HURRY ! ENTER NOW! CONTE ST CLOSES MAY 29, 1959 ——
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£ CLUES ACROSS:
1. These may indicate that a -nation is prepared to wage war in the air.
C. Some college students.
;- ..., Light up an Oasis.
10. When nt
11. Sinking ship deserter.
12. Plural pronoun.
13. One expects
discussions in a sociology class,
16. A student's careless .. '
might annoy a short-story instructor.
17. Initials of Uruguay and Denmark.
18. Germanium (Chem.)
19. Nova Scotia (Abbr.)
21. It probably would count when you.pick a horse to bet on.
22. Sometimes a girl on a date must
¦pocketbootc to help
¦
¦into. her
pay tho tab.
*.. 28. Tho muscle-builder's
..,. may fascinate a. poorly developed man .
24. Chemical Engineer (Abbr.)
by a forest fire .
26. Campers' will probably bo . ,
29. When starting a trip, tourists usually look forward to tho first
31. At home.
32. Literate in Arts (Abbr.)
33. Familiar for faculty member.
35. Associate in Arts (Abbr.)
36. Ono could appear quite harmless at times.
37. Reverse tho first part of "LAM".
38. What Yfill soon appear in a bombed-out city.
CLUES DOWNS

<

1. "Tho beginning and end ot pleasure'/
2. A rural ... i
can bo inviting to a vacationist.
3. Second and third letters of OASIS.
packed, it could bo exasperating to remember
4. When ono is
a low articles that should be included.
5. It would pay to bo careful vhon glass in
C. Grounds to relax on. with a mild CHESTERFIELD.
•
\
7. Author
Amblor. .
8. District Attorney (Abbr.)
from Paris nhould please tho average woman.
0. A
12. An Inveterate traveler will
about distant lands.
14
ore hard to study. '
15. Stono , Bronze nnd Iron
*> 20. How Mexicans say, "Yea". ,
Mgh" In fl-no!cfo _* pleasure.
, 23. All h&M cigarettes ore "
' 25. Mny bo a decisive factor in winning a liorsc race.
27. Initials of Oijl othorpo, Iona, IUiteors nnd Emerson.
28. United Nation. Organization*- (Abbr.)
1 SO. Golf mound.
,
'
.
. ...
32. Colloquial for place whore tho finest tobaccos aro tested lor W-M,
' 38. Foot Laureate (Abbr.)
JM. Filter onds.
'
85. Whnt Abnor might ho caHod.
SS. Bachelor of Education degree.
i — iili
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PRINT CLEARLY! ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH

Mall to Liggett & Myers, P. O, 0ox 271, New York .40, Now York. Be
suro (o attach six empty package wrappers of tho same brand (or
facsimile) from Chesterfield. LAM, or Oasis cigarettes.
Name. -
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College . i _
This entry must ho poslmnrliod before midnight, M»y 29, 1959, and
received at P. 0. Dox 271,, (low Yerk 4D, New York, by midnight,
lunoB, 1959.
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Meeting Histo ry Professo r
Seven Will Participate 0-AT-KA
To Take Place At Writes Book About
Plans
Study
Foreign
In
Sebago On June 8 Af rica Federalism
Seven Colby students have bfeen accepted in Europea.n universities and will spend their junior years abroad . W. Dona,ld Gampbell of Milton, Massachusetts, will spend his-junior year at the University of Munich in Germany. His major field of study will be
German. Also going to Munich and majoring in German is Martha
W. Post of Washington, D. G. •

Four juniors -will be at tbe University of Edinburgh in Scotland.
Janet L. Haskins of Greenfield ,
Massachusetts , will be concentrating her studies in philosophy. Mary
Ellen Snowman of Caribou, Maine,
will be undertaking study in English literature and history. Also
majoring in English literature will
be
Patricia D. Zapp of Kennett
Square, Pennsylvania. • Barry E.
Long of "Warwick , Rhode Island,
plans to concentrate in the field of
economics.
, CFail Macomber of Conway, New
Hampshire, will spend her junior
year at ALausanne University in
Lausanne, Switzerland, and plans
to major in Trench and history.
Students wlu> wish ' to study
abroad in. connection with Colby
during their junior , year must have
a good academic standing and give
promise of ability to pursue and
complete their program of- foreign
study with credit to themselves
and to Colby.
Permission for foreign study rests
with the Committee on Foreign
Students and Foreign Study, which
this year has been under the chairmanship
of
Professor Everett
Strong. Members of this committee
are Dr. William Crawford , Dr.
Richard Kellenberger , Mr • .Henry
Schmidt, Mr. Clifford Berschneider ,
Dean of tbe Faculty Eobert E. L.
Strider , - and Deans Seaman and
Nickerson. In addition , the committee cooperates with the Office
of Admissions , and makes recommendations for scholarships whi ch
are available to forei gn students.
It also oversees the welfare of these
students -while they are at Colby,
and helps process, the applications.
Colby's Junior Year Abroad program is under the entire supervision; of this committee and the facult y " advisor of each student concerned . Ihe foreign stxidy plan must
meet the requirements set by Colby
and the credits from the foreign
university must be trans ferrable.

MODERN
STYLISH
EYEWEAR

GLASSES FITTED
Easy Terms - rk 2-7338
For Appointments

Phi Bete Initiation
To Be On May 18

Pha Beta Kappa Society was
founded at the old college of William and Mary in. Williamsburg,
Virginia , December 5, 1776. The
Colby Chapter was granted a charter as Beta Chapter of Maine on
September 11, 1895. In January,
1896, it -was organized. Phi Beta
Kappa's . purpose is the promotion
of scholarship and friendship among
students and graduates of American
colleges.
Members of tbe society are elected
primarily from among the best
scholars of the graduating class ,
although other members may be
elect ed on the basis of distincti on
in letters ,, science or „ education.
Generally, candidates for membership must be in the top 15 per cent
of the senior class.
ADhe annual Phi Beta Kappa banquet and initiation will be held
on Monday, May 18, at 6 :30 p.m.
in Roberts Union. Dean Ernest C.
Marriner, Colby College Historian,
will spealc on the tradition of scholarship at Colby. Faculty members ,
their wi-ves or husbands ,., and the
highest ranking students in i the
sopliomore and junior classes have
received invitations.
'
Members of the facility who belong to Phi Beta Kappa are the
following : Mr. „ Breckinridge, . .Mr.
Either , President Bixler , Mr., Barlow. Mr. Chapman , Dr. Pullen ,
Dr, and Mrs . Kellenberger, , Mr.
Gordon Smith , Dr. Re , Dr. Machrner (president of Beta Chapter) ,
Miss Curran , 'Dr. Maurice Brown ,
Mrs. Comparetti ,v Dx. Bridgman ,
Dr, Todran k , Miss Wliitcomb, Mrs .
Pish er , Dr. MacKay, Dr. GJillum ,
Dr. Gary ,- Dean Marriner , Mrs.
Znkowski, Mr. Gillespie , Dr. Suse
and Dr. Rothchild,
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Millions of times a year
drivers and students keep
awake with safe NoDoz ;

®
Let NoDoz aler t y ou
t hrou gh colle ge, too

; Dressmaking
Cutting Service
Ladies and Gent s Alterations
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NoDoz keeps you alert with caffeine—the same pleasant stimulant you enjoy in coffee. Faster, handier, more reliable: nonhabit-forming NoDoz delivers an
accurate amount of dependable
stimulation to keep your- mind
and body alert during study and
oxnms until you can rest or sloop.
. P. S,: When you need NoDoz,
it'l\ prob ably be late. Play safe .
Keep a supply handy.
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MRS. FOSTER , Prop .

RO/A L TYP E WRITERS

T

As you may hare heard, Mr.
Hothchild recently had a book published entitled "Towards Unity in
Africa : A Study of Federalism in
Africa". He developed this piece of
work during his graduate years at
John Hopkins. He spent several
years on preliminary reading and y i-t-i-r * < i' !¦i i-ri- i i '8 " t " «" t— t ->~t-y)
\
accumul at ed inf ormati on fr om such ¦
"Good
Shoes
for
;
sources as Legislative Debates and
College Men and Women " '
English Colonial Papers. He spent
many long hours peering at microfilms at the Library of Congress.'
He compil ed this inf orm at ion into
¦what composes the core of iiis book
in order to fulfill his requirement.
51 Main Street
After his graduation from John '
¦ Waterville
Maine •
Hopkins, Mr. Rothchild did further research and took a trip to
Africa in order to complete the
Charge Accounts
* ¦
¦ >, .» .t -a-u
!¦»¦» .« .>->-? ¦«..<¦.».» -*..* n I «-¦¦
fine points of his book.
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TOWN & COUNTRY SEWING CENTER

STUDIO
1 GREETING CARDS

%

>.

Remnants

DENNISON SUPPLIES

*¦

by Dan Parish

TIRESj BATTERIES ,
and ACCESSORIES

[

Woolens

BERRY'S
STATION ERS

Relax at the movies! Mr. Wil - J
liam Macomber , the Director of!
Roberts Union , has announced i
the schedule of movies to bej
fiel d on campus during the final j
exam period. These movies Will i
be sponsored by the Union , and ,
will be shown in Averill Audi- J
toriimi at 1:15 p.m.
'
Thursday, May 21: "Cartoon i
Parade 'B' " (Disney color car- !
toon).
|
Friday, May 22: "Abbott and i
Costello
Meet Frankenstein " ,!
" Daring Ski ppers " , (spo rts), !
Wagoo " (U.P.A.
" Destination
color cartoon).
-<
May 23: " Hold !
Saturday,
That Lion " (Three Stooge Comedy) , "Ballet-opp " (U.P.A. color
\ cartoon).
| Monday, May 25: " Cartoon ,
Parade 'A' " (Walt Disney) .
[ Tuesday, May 26: " Breakneck
| Sports " (sports), " Tackle Bust- !
' ters " (sports) , " Belle Boys "
i (cartoon) .
! Wednesda y, May 27: " Salud -!
|os Ainigos " (live action Disney !
i fi lm).
;
| Thursday; . May 28: "The Great
Chase " (comedy) "Mr. Tennis "
| (sport feature), " Grizzly Golfer "
[ cartoon).

AMERICAN and FOREIGN
CAR SERVICE

J

; R OSS I G N O L '' S
i
i
'

Is our image of man and the
world today what we as - Christians
think it should *> be? What are our
reflections in these times -ol. cold
war, of discrimination and apathy,
of superficiality and selfishness , in
the world and in our immediate surroundings of home and college ?
What stand can we-do s ire-take ?
This summer's O-AT-KA. conference sponsored by the Student
Christian Movement in New England will be held on Lake Sebago
in Maine from June 8 to 14. Students will be discussing . the couContinued on Page Ten

The purpose of this book is to
investigate the nature of Federalism in tlie underdeveloped regions
of West and Central Africa. Mr.
Rothchild feels that too much emphasis is placed on studying conditions of European countries and
has therefore focused his attention
on African problems.
Mr. Itothchild's interest in African affairs is not confined to his
book. He also teaches a course in
African government. We are very
fortunate to have such an enthusiastic member on the faculty.

i
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Tho BBfo stay owake tablet—
available ovorywhoro
,
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Evan-Picone

Characteristically Evan-Picone, characteristic^
ally desirable, characteristically perfect-fitting,
this belted ,, softly-flared skirt has a large patch
pocket... and is distinctively feminine .., made
oi cool drip-dxy 65% dacron, 35% cotton p opliii
m blue lagoon, pink ice, desert tan , f rench lilac,
glacier green, kh aki , black.. , sizes 8-18, $12.95,
The drip-dry companion shirt by Epic Ltd. is
available in all the above colors.. .sizes 8-18,$7i95,

Alvina & Delia
"blSTWCTlON FOR YMARS"

:

:

BASEBALL, TENNIS
j
i
CLINCH TITLES
\
i The varsity baseball team
! clinched its fourth consecutive <
| State Series championship by j
downing Maine, 6-4 , on Wednes- j
day afternoon. The same day, <
j the Varsity tennis team turned |
| the same trick virtue of upend- J

MULE KICKS I

Netmen Star in State
Series Play, Post Wins

The Colby varsity tennis team, has defeated, Bowdoin, Bates and
Babson Institute to take the first round in its defense of the state
title. The Bates match, however , was extremely clpse as the Mules
by Ken Ntgro, '60
squeak ed by, 5-4. Thus, although the Mules have now been victorious
In this day and age where news of touchdowns, bask ets and
i ing Bowdoin , 8-1. The former ]
over all three Maine state dponents, the state series is f ar f rom being
has two games remaining on its j home runs race across . the headlines , a sp or t like track is r elegat ed to
decided. This week saw the.Mules traveling* to Orono on Monday to
schedule and wins in both of | the back pages. The situation here at Colby is. certainl y no diff eren t,
these contests will do much to!
> ensure a repeat performance as'
| NCAA District One represents- 1

! tives -

J

Elliot Woodier, number one
Fr osh n et man , averts shut-out
ag ainst Maine.

Frosli Lose First

Maine M Match

The University of Maine freshmen proved to be too strong for the
Baby Mules as they scored a 5-1
victory in Thursday 's tennis match .
The Colby 3?rosh were undefeated
until this match, which was the
first time Maine has placed a
freshman tennis squad in competition with Colby. The onl y singles
win for Colby was posted by the
number one man , El h'ot Woodier.
Rain prevented the doubles matches from being played,

Golfers Win Many
Show Weak Spots

The Colby golf squad had rolling
along in fine fashion until this past
Tuesday when the Mules were upset by Bowdoin. The Polar Bear 's
win increased their State Series
record to 4-1, arid if they defeat
Maine thoy will win tho title outright. Tho Mules now stand three
wins and two losses ' in the state
competition . They must beat Bates
and hope that Maine can upend
Bowdoin if thoy are to gain a shave
of the crown.
Prior to their dismal showing
against Bowdoin , Colby had racked
up six wins against only two defeats
in overall play. The victories have
come- at tho expense of Springfield ,
M.I.T., Boston University, Bowdoin, Bates and Maino. Tlio Mules
havo succumbed to Boston College
and Maine.
Coach Bob Clifford's squad lias
been hampered this year by lack of
depth and inconsistancy. Tho Mules
havo only seven rh on of the squad
which moans thoro is no componbion
for starting berths, A player sure of
his job tends to bc<3omo complacent
and as a result his scores will vary
a great deal.
Italph Noel , only a sophomore ,
has boon playing in tho number
ono position, Ho lias boon shooting
in tho high 70's nnd recently qualified for tlio Now England title with
a fino 78. John Shore, Bo Foohl and
Goorgo Welch aro close behind, following these four wc Marty Tnrpio,
Wayno Wostbrook and Rick Olutho.
wol f has "boon pa the rise Iioro nt
Colby during the past few years unci
next season thoro tiro sovoral promising freshmen coming up who
flhould give tlio regulars n, %hfc for
thoir job . Tho frosh havo rolled to
easy wins- over tho Maine and Eowdoiri freshmen and Edwnrd Little
High School. Top prospects include
Continued on Pago Ton

perhaps even a little worse. During the past four or five years the
track team ha s d eclin ed s teadil y unt il it has a t pr esent re ached a
p oint of almost completely deterioration. The all-time low level was
reached last season when , the Mules, with nine f ull time p layers ,
scored the astounding total of no points in the State Track Meet.
Many might argue that the low level of track is due to lack of
adequate facilities. Running on- the track in the gym is like running
up Mt. Sugarloaf. Also the cindermen must compete with other
sports — while circling the track, they are constantly in danger of being beaned by a stray baseball or basketball. Eventually this tr ack^ is
to b e hard topped , and in the distant future when the new gym is
buil t , the pr esent one will be used exclusively for track. It is conceivable that with these two accomplishments, a more formidable track
team can be fielded. Yet to this observer there is a much simpler and
less time-consuming solution *, hire a full-time track coach ; a person
who is able to devote all his time to this particular sport. This is
meant as no affront to the present coach, J ohn Simpson. He -was
hir ed as an assi stan t f ootball coach and is busy almost all year-round
with football. However, there was no track coach so Simpson was
given the assignment. He has shown a great deal of interest and organization but he is the ' first to admit that he is a football man, not a
track coach. He simply cannot d evote as much t ime as he would likej
to, due to his football conrmitments.
While Simpson is not to blame, neither is Lee Williams, the
Director of Athletics. Williams full y realizes the need for a full-time
track coach but he must operate according ' to the rules imposed on
him by the administration. With millions and millions of dollars being sp ent on t he building f und , it seems quite rediculous that the administra tion is u nwilling to sp end the pal try sum requir ed to p ay a
year-round track coach .
One only has to look at Bates to draw a simple comparison. Besides their regular track season, they have both a cros s count ry and
an indoor track program, They also have a track coach whose job
is nothing else but track. He is able to spend time recruiting top prosp ects. If a good high school tr a ck player with financial need were offered approximatel y the same scholarship to- Colby and Bates, it
wouldn't t ake much thinking for him to choose the latter. •
There is certainl y enough interest ^ here to field a cross country
team in t he f all and , yet, who is to' take charge of it? The lack of
practice in the autumn and winter months is a definite hindrance to
the p erf ecting of f orm and approac h, so necessary for cindermen.
It 's no secr et th at many g ood tr ack boys are not even out f or
the team. Even so, t hi s y ear ther e ar e twice as many on t he team
than last season. There is also a great deal of desire and interest, according to Simpson. It would seem that full time leadership would
bring abou t more t alent , and , more important, a gr eater interest on
the par t of th ose not parti cipating.
In the State Track Meet held at Colby last weekend, the Mules
surprised everyone by scoring two and'a half points. This was some
seventy-five poin ts behind the winner but it still represents an improvement over last year. It takes time to build a winning team.
However, we would be able to field a representative team, one that
is capable of giving the other schools a true stragg le. Meanwhile, we
must go along par ticipat ing in meets in which the outc ome is never
in doubt.

Frosh Track Team Netmen Guara ntee
Wins Second Meet State Titl e Draw
On May 7 the Colby freshman
track team won thoir second
straight meet of ,tho season by defeating Bangor , Portland, and "Waterville, by a score of 65-43-23-12
in a triangular moot hold' on Mayflower Hill. Tho Baby mules exhibited a well balanced team as
thoy capurod six first places.
Tho high,scorer for tho Mules was
Ken Bee who alone scored fourteen
points by winning first place in tho
high jump , second place in, tho
broad jump and javelin , and third
place in tho high hurdles and , the
sliot put.
Also worthy of mention ; on. tho
Oolby squad are Henderson : Colloy,
Matt Perry, Sunny Bryant, Joff
Sjtvftstfl.no and Dick El lory who
each worn first places in their rosXiootivo events. Bink Smith, Harmon Witlioo, Rick Hartnott, Dave
Jnoobson , nnd iJim .Houghton also
©xhibitod su ccors in thoir ovonts ,

Colby 's defending state tennis
champions rolled to a spectacular
victory on Monday afternoon in
blanking the University of Maine,
9-0, The Mules' last shut-out in tho
MIA.A tennis "^competition was in
1950 when thoy made a , similar
swoop against Bates. Monday's victory assures for Colby at least a tio
for tho 1059 not championship,
To win. tho title ourright Colby
had to stop either Bowdoin or
Bates. The Mules mot tho Polar
Boars on Wednesday and the Bobcats on Thursday.
Tho winning pair consisted of
state singlo champion , Captain
Grant Hendricks, teaming with
Rood Thompson in the number ono
Rpot, Paul Koddy n-nd Nod Qow,
both sophomores, worked together
for tho first time at number throo.
Tho other doubles combos was'Henry Wingtito and John Kollom , who
havo boon a regular 'duo all spring,

face a tough University of Maine
squad, and then return home to
face Bowdoin and Bates again.
The Polar Bears of Bowdoin provided the ' Mules with their first
surprise of the week as they made
the Mules fight all tho way for
the win. On paper Colby should
have "won easily since ' the Mules
had beaten Tufts , who in turn had
beaten Bowdoin. Nevertheless, with
a few more matches under its belt
the Bowdoin team proved to be
quite potent . Most of the individual
matches went to three sets in this
tussle which Colby won, 6-3.
The next day Bates furnished
Colby with an even closer match.
The Mules took four out of the first
six sin gles, while Bates recovered
to> take the first and third doubles.

However. Hank Wingate and John
Kellam came through in fine style
to' win the second doubles for Colby.
The last match of the week found
tlie Mules tallying their second win
over Babson Institute. Colby won
the match by taking five points in
the singles. The Mules then proceeded to ' take two doubles matches,
making the final score 7-2.
Coach Mike loebs has come to
rely on his first four men ; Hendricks, Hogan , Wingate and Kellom respectively. Hendricks is
sporting a-n excellent 7-1 record
while Rogen and Wingate aren't far
behind with 6-2 records. Wingate
has pnrved to be a great competit or th is year, and Hogan seems to
get better with each passing match.

Bears Win State Meet
At Colby. Hosts Last

On May 9 the U. of Maine track team became the Maine Intercollegiate Track Champions as they ended the two year reign of a
much favored team from. Bates.
The Maine Black Bears won the meet by compiling a score of
77 points. It is the highest number of poin ts earned by any of the
tea ms in the past sixteen y ears and th e third highest in the sixty-four
year history of the meet. Bates
finished second with a score of 58%, 1:54.1. The old record was 1:55.6,
set in 1958. This performance shows
JBowdoin 27, and Colby 2*/2 .
¦
Tlie Colby Mules averted a blank the potentiality of ' the Maine and
score by Charles Pettee's commend- Bates teams.
Winning the meet for the 25th.
able perf orm ance in placing third
time
, TJ. of Maine placed in every
in the mile and Sandy Graham 's tie
event
"while Bates was shut out in
for fourth in the pole vault. Colby's
score of 2*/_ points shows the im- three. The only near sweep was liprovement over last year in which the discus where Maine captured
the Mules were blanked in this three out of four placs.
meet.
One feature of the day was the
one
mile Freshman Medly Belay in
To show the r intence competition
with which the Mules had to con- which Bates won , Maine placed sectend ; U. of Maine captured seven, ond, Bowdoin third and Colby
Bates six , and Bowdoin two first fourth.' Colby 's team of Perry, Savplaces out of the fifteen events of astano>, Smith, and Johnson, did
the meet . Also, the day was high- a fine job as fchey held first place
lighted by Bates' Budy Smith shat- for much of the race, however •
tering the standing record in the Bates' superior rurners proved too
880 yard dash by a new mark of much for them.

Varsit y Nine Plays Tie

With Polar Bears, 3 - 3

Colb y and Bowdoin played to a 3-3 stalemate yesterday afternoon in a game called at the end oi eleven innings because of rain.
Johnny Roberts and Bob Swenson went the distance on the
mound. Roberts retiree, the side very quickl y in the top of the first
as onl y three Polar Bears camesto bat. in the bottom half of the inning Cavari singled for the Mules but was promptl y p icked off f irst
—
;
; !— ' ¦ . .
when he left tho bag too soon on a ~
Cavari
moved
to
third
base
on
a
hit and run attempt. Swenson then
• center, and then lie
fly
ball
to
quickly retired tho side.
The fireworks began in, tho sec- scored on Cohen's sacrifice fly. With
ond inning as leadoff hitter Berlaa- two outs ?Iash stole second., Luethdi parked a Roberts ' delivery into ke then brought him home with the
tho trees ill left field. The next tying run as he doubled down tlie
Bowdoin batter was retired but Loe- right~-fidd lino.
Bowdoin threatened in the 9th
man drew a baso on balls, Entin
but
» great throw from Davo Sadquickly moved him to third with a
doa
cut down a would bo stealer at
first pitch double to center, and
second
, base,to end this threat. '
thoy both scored on a sharp singlo
by Poto Pnpazoglow. This gave Bow- In tlio 10th Rodon made a fino
doin si 8-0 load as tho Winkinmon defensive play in robbing Loon-fin
oamo to bat in tho bottom of tho of a. hit which would have scored
Borland! who was on third at tho
second , '
Burko started tho inning with a time*; Rodon moved to his left boWilliams typo olouto that traveled hind second base to glovo I/ooman 's
ovor , 400 ft. to straightaway cen- ball , and then ho threw perfectly to
ter. Eddie 's homor was a towering tlio outstretched arms of Eddio
drive believed to bo the longest ball Burlp, to end the inning.
ovor hit at Coombs Field. Swenson •Colby , threatened*- in tho 11th as
gob out of the frame without fur- they drew two baso on ballf*. But
ther trouble. JJowdpin's load ¦ had oontorfioldoi' Papa'/ioglow modo a
fino ranning catch, of Itohovfcs 1 ; sinknow boon narrowed to 3-1.
Both pitchers fired i shutout ball ing linor to end the game. It had
until the 8th inning -when Swenson boon raining very hard! ' thr oughout
got himself-into a *j anr»."'Ho walked tho llthv and plate umpire Blalco
loadoff batters Cavari and Zash. qallod the game at this point.

Bin _*_¦ Jtbh
The annual W.A.A. Field Day
will be held on Monday afternoon ,
May 18. The program, to be held
rain or shine, will feature student
and faculty athletic events, a picnic supper for all Colby Women,
and the presentation of W.A.A.
awards.
,
The afternoon's events begin at
1:30 p.m. with an archery shoot.
An interdorm softball playoff gaape
will follow at 2:30 p.m. The annual
3?aculty-Student softball game "will
begin at 3 :30 p.m. This year, Colby women will be facing the tough
competition provided by Professors
Clark, Rothchild, Terry, Ilickox,
Reuman, Rosenthal, Barlow Garab,
Geib and .'Birge. At S :30 p.m. also,
a golf tournament will be played, as
well as a Student-Faculty tennis
match. At 4 :45^ p.m., preceding the
picnic supper for all Colby women,
there will be a lacrosse demonstration. Following the supper , W.A.A.
awards will be presented to those
girls who have shown outstanding
interest and skill in athletics at
Oolby.
In ease of rain , the Student-Faculty softball game will be held at
4 p.m. in the Women's TJnion gymnasium.
COLBY TO PARTICIPATE
.Continued from Page One
Dean William B. Cadbury Jr. of
Haverford College will be one of
the distinguished educators leading
the seminar discussions. The program for this year is especially
directed to assist faculty and administrators from relatively small
liberal arts colleges devise solutions
suitable to their particular environments. Some of the topics of discussion will be "Improving the
Quality of Instruction in Liberal
Arts 1 Colleges", 'The Superior
Student", and "Programs for Developing International Understanding. "
Dean Strider stated : "We are
very proud that Colby has been
invited to participate in this conference. Those of us who ate representing the college expect that
the experience of this three-week
seminar will be of direct and immediate , benefit to Colby in the
next few years."
RECOGNITION ASSEMBL.V

Continued from Page One
the Class of 1916, in memory of his
father and mother, first : 3?rank
Lawrence Wiswall '62, second.:
Frank Howard Wallace '61, third :
Russell John Peppe '69. The 25th
Anniversary Prize went to -frank
Howard Wallace '61; Murray De-

mm MM ON CAMPUf
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i Following the Graduation Ex- ]
l ercises there will be an opportun- i
|ity to meet the recipients of Hon- '
> orar y Degrees in the main ' corr i-]
[ dor of Miller Librar y,
i
-

?

"

\
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bating Prizes, a bequest of the late
George E. Murray, 1879, provide
for the annual award of prizes for
the best arguments presented at a
public exhibition. The winning team
was Dorothy Dorman '60, Frank
Howard Wallace '61; best speaker :
Frank Howard Wallace '61.
SOCIAL SCIENCES: Chi Omega
Prize in Social Sciences was awarded this year to the, highest ranking
woman in. Psychology, Julia May
Spear '59. Paul A. Fullam H istory
Prize, presented to the senior distinguished by outstanding work in
the field of History and Government
whereby a fund is provided for
books of the winner's choosing,
awarded to Louise L. Leotta '59.
Edward Lamport History Prize, presented to a senior distinguished by
excellence in the . field of History
and government consists of a fund
for books of the winner's choosing,
awarded to Erla Joyce Cleaves '59.
William J. Wilkinson Histor y Prize
established by Mrs. Wilkinson in
memory of her husband, William 3.
Wilkinson, Professor of Modern History and Government at Colby from
1924 to 1945, a prize awarded annually to the history major in the
junior class who, in the judgement
of the History Department, combines the following qualifications :
special interest in Modern European
History, high average in history and
government courses, personal integrity, and ability to reason critically and independently. It was awarded to Richard Frederick Casson '60.
Ernest L. Parsons Prize, awarded
to a senior in Business Administration who in the opinion of the faculty of this department combines high
quality of scholarship, personality,
and extracurricular interests, went
to Donald Stanley Freeman '59.
GENERAL AWARDS. The Student Government Scholarship, whose
fund is collected by students thru
the Campu*s Chest and is administered by the Student Government
Committee, was awarded to Rosemary Athearn '60. Tho Women's
Student League Scholarship, awarded " annually to the junior woman
who best fits these requisites : at
least average scholarship, leadership, participation in extracurricular activities, friendliness — and
•who has contributed toward her college expenses by her own efforts ,
was received by Judith Ann Sessler
'60. Delta Delta Delta Scholarship
Continued on Page Ten
.
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PROJECTS ARE PURSUED

ContLmied from Page Four
a meeting of the Classical Association of New England l_st spring.
He has no- definite plans right now
as to whether an article, a series of
articles, or a book will be the final
form.
Mr. Allen is interested in interpreting -what each part of the poem
is trying to say through its language and imagery. "The Aeneid"
is often taken as a poem praising
the life of , reason and the imperial
accomplishments of Rome," he said.
"The detailed form of the poem,
however, shows how, fundamentally
Virgil qualifies the values' of reason
and organization by reorganizing
the contrary values of the emotional life and of the individual , whose
interests must be sacrificed in the
achievement of a collective goal."
Mr. AJlen feels the important
point is that his research work and
teaching are - closely tied together.
This is also true of Mr. Benbow's
and Mr. Sutherland' s work. They
are dealing with the same ideas in
both, and the give and take of
questions raised in classes actually help the professors develop
thoughts that may eventually be
"used in. articles.

ity, Framingham S.T.C., Mt. Holyoke, Pembroke, Smith, Amherst,
Williams, Lesley, Colby, Brown,
Boston Univ., XT. of Maine, Tale,
IT. of N.H., Wellesley, U. of N.C.,
and Yale Divinity School. The conference is open to all students from
colleges in New England.
Everyone, regardless of tie nature or dep^th of his faith-is most
welcome at O-AT-ELA.. The value
of new insights and friendships will
last far beyond the one week together.For registration blanks or more
information , see Peggy Jack or Eunice Bueholz in Louise Coburn.
J U N I O R - S E N I O R WOMEN

Continued from .rage _ our
Carol Wickeri '60 is chairman for
this year's breakfast committee.
Miss Nichols, director of food service , is in charge of the menu :
bacon, eggs , toast, muffins, doughnuts and strawberries. Twenty
waitresses from the freshman and
sophomore classes will serve the
breakfast.
Miss Nichols is hostess this year.
The invited guests are Mrs. Seaman, Miss Thayer, Miss Briggs, and
the housemothers : Mrs. Sims, Mrs.
Kyes, Mrs. Erickson, and - Mrs.
Ellis ; they will sit at Miss Itfichol's
table. The breakfast , to be held at
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
8:30 a.m., will take place in Mary
Continued from Pago Three
Coburn dining
tors of the Junior-Senior Advisors Low and Louise
halls.
for the freshmen men. Don Mordecai also stated that a preferenCOLBY* RECIPIENT
tial bid system would be used in
Continued from Page One
fraternity rush next year.
for : initiative, ambition;, good
The topic of big weekends was health , and sturdy constitution, endiscussed. Some of the representa- thusiasm, leadership, proficiency in.
tives felt that Student Govern- studies, and financial need. Each
ment should assume at least a time an award is made to a student,
portion, of the financial burden of l_ennecott makes a similar grant
such weekends in the future. This to the college in recognition of the
will be discussed further at next fact that tuition fees cover only
week's meeting.
a part of the cost of education.
Pat Walker requested that a
R. O. T. C.
certain sum of money be set aside
Continued from Page Three
for the purpose of buying new
nitaries behind the Roberts
eheerleading outfits and equipment.
She will price the needed articles
Union.
and report back to the Council 3:15 Parade and Review including the retreat ceremony and
next week.
presentation of awards.
The bulletin board is still being
built.
GOLFERS WIN

Continued from Page Eight
George Nye, R,onnie> Ryan, Jim
Ackerrnan and Bruce Maushall.
In addition to their coming match
with Bates , the Mules will also face
Tufts and then participate in the
State . Tournament which has been
tentatively set for Tuesday, May
19, at the Augusta Country Club.
It is here that the individual championship will bo at stake.
O-AT-KA MEETING

R ECOGNITION ASSEMBLY

Continued from Page Nine
Award , given annually by the sorority for scholastic ability „nd college participation to a well-deserving girl at Colby, awarded to Janice
Ann Hideout '60. The . Phyllis S. Fraser Scholarship, presented annually
by Alpha Chapter of Sigma Kappa
to a Colby son or daughter, in mem-

Attent ion All Students !<
If you are interested in buyfrig a car , I will take you to
two of the country 's largest
au t o dealer 's auc tions.

*
<
\
j

Continued from Page Seven
temporary human situation, the
life and work of Jesus Christ seen
SAVE HUNDREDS
\
as God's answer to tie human dilOF DOLLARSI
J
emma, and tho Church today. The
' For More Information Call
'
biblica.1 point of view will bo supplemented by the insights of con!
Steve Field
TRinity 2-0584
temporary artists through such
:
media as drama, music and paint'
ing.
Throughout tho week there will
be lectures, panel discussions , daily
PO ST
meetings of small seminar group-**"
and nnany opportunities for informOFFI CE
al talks. Tho afternoons and late
SQUARE
evenings aro froo fc*r all sorts of
;
recreational activities.
!
ESSO
Dr. Richard R. Niebuhr in the
Department of Theology in HarSERVI CE
;
vard Divinity School will' ' bo the
main speaker. Other loaders of the
CENTER
week will be: The Rev. William
Coffin , Chaplain of Yailo University j
_j
•
Dr. Sixmuol H, Miller , of Tho Old
Cambridge Baptist Church und Harvard Divinity School ; Dr. Gibson
Roid Johnson, in tho Department of
History in tho University of New
Hampshire ; Mr. Peter Hnile, tho
Now Englan d Secretary of The Intor-Vn.TBity OJirifitiaTi Fellowship;
Tho 1 Rev. Joseph Duffoy, of tho
First Congregational Church in
Danvors , Masnaohusotts,
Colleges represented on tho planning committee aro : Whoaton. Trin- I ll*-BII«W0«MI >«i»<l«Wa« _)IIW»ll<ai«4-BO 4-»O«_ _l
I
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THE MAR T I

Maine's Largest

Discount Store

>l

Important notice! All students
must have met witli their facul ty advisors , planned their next
year ' s schedules , and had them
signed by the advisors by May
20. Any. student wishin g to make
a change in their majors must
also have completed the necessary details by May 20.

ory of their alumna and advisor,
Mrs. Phyllis S. Fraser, awarded to
Alta Sue Maher '61. The Josephine
Bodurtha Scholarship, a new award
this year to be awarded annually
by Alpha Delta Chapter of Alpha
Delta Pi in memory of their alumna, Josephine Bodurtha Gagnon, to
a deserving Colby woman, was presented to Ann Elizaoeth "Weir '61.
Lelia M. Forster Prizes : from the
income of the Lelia MT. Forster Fund
awards are ' made annually to the
young man and the young woman
"of the preceding entering class
who have shown the character and
ideals the most likely to benefit
soc iety ". In the women's division
it was awarded to Priscilla Ann
Gwyn '62. Honorable mention : Sandra Jane Fullerton '62 and Debora
Mar
ion Price '62. In the men's division awarded to David Thaxter '62
and Andrew J. Bridgman *62. Sigma Theta Psi Trophy, an award
made annually hy Sigma Theta Psi
to the student in the men's division
who, at the end of his third semester of work, has the highest accumulative academic average, was
awarded by Daniel Lee Hodges '61.
The Donald P. Lake Award , given
annually to a senior class member
whom the Colby College Varsity 'C
Club elects for outstanding scholastic achievement, athletic leadership
and ability, went to Richard Bernard Morrison '59.

SCIENCES: Chi Epsilon Nu Prize

in Chemistry, awarded annually to
the highest ranking freshman in
Chemistry, this was presented to
Brace Reed MacPherson '62. Mathematics . Award, , an achievement
award in freshman mathematics, donated by the Chemical Rubber Company, was awarded to Neil Jerome
Johanson '62. The Chemical Rubber
Company Prize in Physics, a new
award, presented to the student with
the highest average in beginning
physics, was received by Iris. Ann
Cofman '60. Sigma Pi Sigma Prize
in P hysics, a new award, presented
by the Golby chapter of Sigma Pi
Sigma, national honorary physics
society, to the student with the
highest average in Physics 221-222.
This was awarded to Donna Lynne
Sample '61.
SENIOR SCHOLARS FOR 1060.

James Michael Acheson, Jr., in Sociology - "Sociology of Primitive
Thought". Richard Frederick CasBon, in History - "Legal and Court
Systems of Tzarist Russia 1814 1919" . Ann Hazelton Dudley, in
Physics - "The Philosophy of Physics' ' . Donald DeCostia Mordooai, in
Classics - English - "Study of Sophocles Oedipus Tryannus through
the Relation of, tho Chorus to Action ". Louis Rader, in English Literature, on. "Burke's Possible Influence on Carlyle". -Louise Robb,
in Hostory - on "Islamic Resurgence
of the 12th Century under Nur ed
Din and Salah ed Din ". George
Grant Welch, Jr., in Classics - English, on "Scnocan, Influence in Stylo
in Elizabethan Drama",
The Book of tho Year for 1959 I960 will be Maglo, Solonco and Religion by, Brbnislaw Malinowski.
Graduate Fellowships and Honors
Susan Kahl Fothorston - Fellowship
at Wosloyan University in tho Mastor of Arts in Teaching Program .
Donald Stanley Freeman - S. 0.
Johnson & Son Fellowship in Market Research at tho Cornell University Graduate School of Business
and Public Administration ,,. Arthur
Eduard Qoldsohmidt - Fellowship
for Graduate Study in Kiddle Eastern Studies at Harvard University.
Botty Lou Nyman - Tefiohor-inTraining Scholarship at tho Lexington School for tho Deaf at Columbia

University.

America n Association of University Wom en 's Membership Award.

Membership for one year in the
American Association of University
Women is awarded by the State of
Maine Division to a senior woman
of outstanding, scholarship, citizenship, and campus leadership. This
year it was- awarded to Barbara
Elizabeth Hunter '59.
Senior Marshals - the highest
ranking members in scholarship of
the senior class. Janice Eleanor Coburn and Arthur Eduard , Goldschmidt.
.
Bixler Bowl - Awarded to the fraternity which as a group has contributed the most on a constructive
basis , to the over-all work of the
college progr&m. The winner was
Lambda Chi Alpha and second place
was taken by Delta Upsilon. Area
Winners : Administration : first :
Kappa Delta Rho ; second : Delta
Upsilon. Scholarship: first : Beta
Chi ; second : Sigma Theta Psi . Special Events : first :.Kappa Delta Rho ;
second: Delta Upsilon. Leadership:
first : Lambda Chi Alpha ; second :
Delta Kappa Epsilon. Athletics :
first : Lambda Chi.Alpha (Sprague
Trophy) ; second : Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Honor Certificates. Presented to.
those j uniors and soph om ores w ho ,
during their last two terms, have
won honors in general scholarship.
Honors In General Scholarship were
received by Larry Mitchell '60,
Ralph Daniel Nelson '60, Louis Rader '60, Iris Ann Cofman '60, Cynthia Helen Love '60, Janice Ann
Rideout '60, Carol . Ann York '60,
Eaith Kanoelani Bunker '61, Patricia Ann Houghton '61, and Jacqueline Euth Nunez '61. High Honors
in General Scholarship were awarded to Ann . Hazelton Dudley '60,
Charles Cutler Leighton 'SO, and
Blandine LaFlamme McLaughlin
'60. Honors with Distinction in General Scholarship were received by
Carlene Ann Perry '60, Margaret
Dorothy Wetzel '60, and Daniel Lee
Hodges '61.
Phi Beta Kappa. Erla Joyce
Cleaves, Janice Eleanor Coburn,
Donald Stanley Freeman, Arthur
Eduard Goldschmidt, Jr., Daniel

m___-__m__l,
May 15 thru 18
"Flaihe of Africa

§1

May 1 9 - 2 0
"The Last Hurrah "
"The Line lip "

j
J

H

"

"Gor illa Girl "

jj

J

May 21 thru 24
" Horrors of. the
Black Museum
" Headless Ghost|
"

"

j
J

J

|

Wigbold vanHeeckeren, Marion
Frances Kimball, Mary Elizabeth
Shesong.
Condon Medal - Gift of the late
Randall J. Condon, jo-f the Class of
1886, awarded to the member of
the Senior Class, who, by vote of
his classmates and with the approval
of the faculty, is deemed to have
been the best college citizen. The
award went to Donna Marie Tasker.
Cap and Gown. Membership in
the Colby Cap and Gown is considered the highest non-scholastic honor which can, come to an undergraduate in the women's division. Election to the organization is based on
the following qualifications : active
support of religious, cultural, social,
and athletic projects : insight and
tolerance ; generosity and ability in
leadership. New members are Mareia Peterson, Mollis Josephine
Deans, Caroline Walker, Alice Stebbins , Judith S'essler, Margaret Wetzely and Caroline Webster. Honorary members : Joan Crowell and
¦
Mrs. Dorothy Sims.
v '
Blue Key. The basic aims of Blue
Key are to stimulate leadership ; to
improve all aspects of student life
at Colby ; and to serve the College
in all other ways possible.' Membership in Blue Key is considered the
highest non-academic honor in the
men's division. -Qualifications for
membership are : exceptional performance and leadership in extracurricular activities ; average scholarship
standing ; good character and integrity; recognition of the needs of
the College, and an active interest
in fulfilling them. Members elected
were William Droll, Charles Leighton, George Auchincloss, Donald
Williamson, Peter Henderson, Donald Mordecai.
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; $1.00 Student Special ;

Complete Dinner
\
"
| From 5 :30 - 7 :00 every night
except..Sunday
|;
for all Colby Students
|;

*
;

¦ Ferris Arms Motel
¦

**

Terrace Dining Room

44 College Avenue

Also catering to private
parties and banquets
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MARILYN MONRO E
\andl
JACK LEMON
and
TONY CURTIS

Thursday and Friday
Cary Grant "An Affair To Remember" Deborah kerr
i

Saturday Only — On Our Stage
Lloyd Arnold' s ROCK and ROLL REVIEW
Plus Two Rock and Roll Features
Sunda y to Tuesday ¦
Yul Bryner "The Sound and The Fury "
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